
keypad lock hotel laptop size safes factory China 

hotel safe is one of our typical safe which was the earliest one we developed.
Our standard hotel safe size is H200XW420XD370mm and H200xW500xD400mm.
One is for 14" laptop computer and the other is for 17" laptop computer.
For our other items please feel free to visit our website. We are located in the East of China and were
established in 2004 
and have been focus on this industry for more than fifteen years. Our products range include hotel in
room safe,home office safe,
gun safe,safe deposit safe,files safe,waterproof safe, wall hidden safe,floor safe,front drop safe,pull
drawer safe etc.All of our 
products are exported to more than twenty countries totally. You are welcome to visit us at any time.

options:

inside socket for charging

led lamp to light the inside of safe when operate in dark

audit trial function

removable shelf inside safe to deposit different size things

can equip a pedestal for safe

FAQ:
Q:Are you a factory or just a trade company?
A:we are a professional factory

Q:Can you customize safe?
A:Yes we can 

Q:Can we order samples and are they free?
A:YEs you can and need to pay for sample cost.Sample cost can be returned to you when you place
formal order.

Q:Can we put our logo on the safes?
A:Yes you can.

Q:Can we choose other colours?
A:Yes you can and let us know your colour sample or colour number.

Q:What is the moq of order?
A:20 pieces for a model.Some models the moq is 1 piece.

Q:Can you customize the safe?
A:Yes we can make it.

Q:Can we mix up different models for a full container?
A:Yes 



WHY CHOOSE US?
LONG HISTORY
For 15 years, we have been focusing on making a better lock and safe. Makwell was founded in 2004
and works as a lock and safe manufacturer in China. Till now we have become one of the leading
manufacturers at this filed. We not only design pcb software but also the hardware parts .Our locks
and safes are sold to more than thirty countries except the domestic agents. We have factories in
Guangdong and  Zhejiang.We are still growing as always.

HIGH QUALITY
We implement a series of strict quality control systems from all aspects. First of all we adopt the good
quality raw materials include metal, plastic and the other components. In each procedure of
production we inspect every step to ensure each step is without defectives. Before pack the items we
also test each piece the functions and the surface. All these work guarantee our products are nice and
work well before send to customers.

FAST DELIVERY
Faster delivery by air by express.(DHL,UPS or Fedex)
For small quantity order and samples,usually send by express.  The most important thing we just
need 1 to three working days to have them ready. It is high efficient. For a formal order the leading
time is three working days to twenty days. Yes sure it is depends on the quantity and the model
itself.Normally we have stock for popular models and its parts. This help us to deliver customers in a
short time.

SMALL ORDER ACCEPTABLE
Small order is accepted, we treat every order well.
We know different customers and markets they have different and actual models and quantity. Also
we know the importance of each order for a customer,more quantity or less, even it is only one piece.

WONDERFUL TEAM

Professional sales te


